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Abstract

We report calculations of the !
8
}!

7
spin}orbit splittings of substitutional acceptor levels in silicon and diamond and

corresponding Raman measurements for Si : X (X"B, Al, Ga, In). The calculations were performed using a Green's
function method based on a full-zone 30]30 k ) p Hamiltonian together with a Slater}Koster ansatz for the acceptor
potential. The results are in reasonable agreement with experimental data. ( 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction

In the last 30 years a lot of e!ort has been devoted to
the study of impurity levels in semiconductors, partly
because of their interest for doping applications. The
knowledge of acceptor levels allows one to evaluate the
e!ects of di!erent dopant atoms on the carrier concentra-
tion. This is of crucial importance in the development of
devices, such as transistors or diodes, which are widely
employed in electronic systems. Despite the intensive
study of these acceptor levels, especially by means of
optical spectroscopies, there are some details of the ob-
served spectra which are not completely understood. In
the case of Si, a splitting, D!

0
, has been observed for B, In,

Be~, Zn~ substitutional impurities. This splitting varies
from 23.7 to 0.3 meV depending on acceptor [1}4].3 Its
tentative assignment to spin}orbit interaction requires

an enormous reduction of the corresponding spin}orbit
splitting of the !`v

25{
valence band states, D

0
K44 meV

[5]. In the case of diamond, the reported splitting is
6 meV [6],4 while for the boron acceptor this splitting is
reduced to 2 meV [7}11].

Baldereschi and Lipari showed in Ref. [12] that for
silicon doped with boron, D!

0
KD

0
/2 if the acceptor

binding energy, E!
"
, is close to D

0
. For this purpose they

used an e!ective mass approximation (EMA) involving
a Kohn}Luttinger 6]6 Hamiltonian. Although they
found a good agreement with the spin}orbit splitting of
the ground state of the boron acceptor, their formalism
cannot be applied for larger values of E!

"
, for which

a large range of k-space must be taken into account in
describing the acceptor wave functions, leading to non-
parabolicity e!ects, which cause the EMA to break
down.

In this work we report calculations for the spin}orbit-
induced splitting of substitutional acceptors in silicon
and diamond. A Green's function method is used to
estimate the splitting of !

8
and !

7
ground state levels for

di!erent impurities, using as input parameter only the
experimentally determined value of E!

"
for the acceptor
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Fig. 1. Total density of valence states calculated for silicon with
the 30]30 k ) p Hamiltonian, and the LDA-pseudopotential
technique, using a Troullier}Martins pseudopotential [23] and
a plane-wave expansion with a cuto! energy of 40 Rydbergs and
a grid of 20]20]20 in reciprocal space.

Table 1
Parameters of the full-zone k ) p Hamiltonian used for the calcu-
lation of the Green function of silicon, taken from Ref. [14]
unless otherwise speci"ed

(eV) (a.u.)
E!`v

1
!12.36! P 0.600

E!`v
25{

0.00 Q 0.525
E!~c

15
3.40 R 0.415

E!~c
2{l

4.185! P@ !0.045
E!~c

12{
9.66 PA 0.050

E!`c
1

7.075 PA@ 0.660
E!~c

2{u
13.47 Q@ !0.4035

E!~c
25{

12.79 R@ 0.605
D
0

0.044 T 0.103
D@
0

0.040 T@ 0.540

!Modi"ed from those in Ref. [14], so as to reproduce the
experimental data given in Ref. [22].

under consideration. In order to calculate the Green
function, the full-zone k ) p Hamiltonian is used with
a Slater}Koster ansatz for the impurity potential (this
ansatz is equivalent to assuming that the hole interacts
with the acceptor only if both are in the same primitive
cell). The results are compared with previous experiments
and with Raman data for Si : X, X being B, Al, Ga and In.
Good agreement with the observed reduction of D!

0
with

increasing E!
"
, as well as qualitative agreement with the

absolute values of D!
0
, is obtained.

2. Theory: silicon

The electronic levels of acceptors in diamond- and
zinc-blende-type semiconductors are usually described
using a 4]4 Kohn}Luttinger e!ective mass Hamiltonian
[13] which neglects the !`

7
spin}orbit-split band. Bal-

dereschi and Lipari [12] calculated for Si : B a spin}orbit
splitting of D!

0
K23.8 meV using a 6]6 Kohn}

Luttinger}Hamiltonian, in which the !`
7

spin}orbit-split
bands were treated by perturbation theory. This treat-
ment implies the assumption of parabolic bands which
does not hold if E!

"
is larger than D

0
. This scheme,

therefore, does not allow one to explain the smaller
splittings observed in Si for In (4.2 meV [3,4]), Be~ (0.6
meV [2]) and Zn~ (K0.3 meV [3]) acceptors. It is thus
necessary to take into account the full details of the band
structure in the calculation. In this work we used
a Slater}Koster potential to represent the acceptor}hole
interaction, i.e. we consider this interaction constant if
both particles are in the same primitive cell and zero
otherwise. This allows us to obtain the binding energy of
an acceptor level !, E!

"
(!), by using the equation

1

<
0

KG!
3
(E

"
(!)), (1)

where <
0

represents approximately the average of the
potential over the primitive cell, and G!

3
is the real part of

the !-projected Green function. G!
3

is obtained from the
imaginary part of the Green function, G!

*
, by using a Hil-

bert transform. G!
*
is related to the !-projected density of

states through

G!
*
(E)"!pN!(E). (2)

N!(E) is calculated from the 30]30 full-zone k ) p Hamil-
tonian [14] using the tetrahedron method [15] with
a grid of K3]105 tetrahedra which was shown to yield
adequately converged "nal results. The total valence den-
sity of states is plotted in Fig. 1 together with that cal-
culated by means of ab initio pseudopotentials within the
LDA-approximation, using the parametrization in Ref.
[16] for the exchange-correlation potential. The agree-
ment is shown to be remarkably good. The parameters
used for the k ) p Hamiltonian were adjusted from those

in Ref. [14] to reproduce the LMTO band structure
corrected for the `gap problema [17]; they are shown in
Table 1.The density of states is projected via !`

8
and

!`
7

admixture coe$cients interpolated for each tetrahed-
ron. Finally, we made the plausible assumption of equal
values of <

0
for !`

8
and !`

7
. The !

8
}!

7
acceptor split-

ting D!
0

is then found by solving Eq. (1) for E!
"
(!

7
) after

having determined <
0

using also Eq. (1) and the experi-
mental value of E!

"
(!

8
). This procedure is illustrated by

the horizontal line in the inset of Fig. 2. The values of
D!
0

obtained for silicon by this procedure versus E!
"

are
displayed in Fig. 3.

3. Experimental results: silicon

Together with the calculations presented above we
performed Raman measurements in Si : X samples, X
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Fig. 2. Real part of the Green funtion of the valence band of
silicon (labeled 1/<

0
in the spirit of Eq. (1)) versus E!

"
. The inset

represents a blowup of the rectangle drawn around the binding
energy of the In acceptor. It allows one to see G

3
(!

8
) and G

3
(!

7
)

separately and to determine D!
0

as illustrated by the horizontal
line (see also Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Spin}orbit splitting D!
0

of a substitutional acceptor in
silicon versus binding energy, E!

"
. The circles represent EDSR

data from Ref. [3], while the squares correspond to Raman
measurements (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Raman spectra of Si : X samples [X being B, Al, Ga and
In]. The peaks can be assigned to the !

8
}!

7
spin}orbit splitting

of the corresponding substitutional acceptor. In the case of Ga
doped samples two structures can be observed. The nature of
these peaks is not understood.

being B, Al, Ga and In. Most samples were cut from bulk
material but we also used epitaxial layers. The carrier
concentrations were in the 1016}1018 cm~3 range. The
7993 As krypton laser line was used for excitation in
backscattering con"guration with low power densities.
A cold "nger cryostat was used to hold the samples at 11
K. A Dilor X> multichannel spectrometer and a charge-
coupled device detector were used to record the spectra.
The spectral resolution was 1.5 cm~1.

In Fig. 4 we show typical Raman spectra in the range
of 4}30 meV, displaying structure that can be attributed
to D!

0
, the !

8
}!

7
spin}orbit splitting of the correspond-

ing acceptor ground state levels. The peak positions were
determined by subtracting a linear background, and tak-
ing the centroid of the resulting curves. The observed
values of 22.8 (B) and 4.1 meV (In) are in good agreement
with those previously reported, namely 22.7 [18] and 4.2
meV [3], from Raman and EDSR experiments, respec-

tively. However, a strong broad structure was obtained
for Si : Al. This increases the error for the determination
of the splitting, although the energy at the maximum is in
reasonable agreement with what would be expected from
the calculations, as can be seen in Fig. 3. In the case of
Si :Ga, two peaks occur in the range of interest, we thus
cannot unambiguously assign one of them to D!

0
; on the

basis of the general systematics (see Fig. 3) we assign the
lower one (10 meV) to D!

0
. More work should be done to

clarify the origin of these features which appeared in all
samples investigated (epi-layers and bulk). Tentatively,
however, we assign the additional peaks observed for Ga
to disorder activated TA phonons (DATA). The shoulder
in the Si : In spectrum at 8 meV is likely to be due to
vibronic structure (dynamic Jahn}Teller e!ect) [19].
Our experimental data are compared with the calcu-
lation in Fig. 3 where we also show some results
of electric-dipole spin resonance (EDSR) measurements
[2,3]. The open circles represent the EDSR data,
while the open squares stand for the Raman results. The
theoretical curve describes the trend of the experimental
data, namely a reduction of D!

0
with increasing E!

"
, al-

though considerable di!erences exist between the magni-
tudes of experimental and calculated splittings. These
di!erences are less conspicuous if we look at the data in
terms of the quenching of the !`

8
}!`

7
band splitting

which amounts to 44 meV for the experimental value in
the case of the Zn~ acceptor and 41 meV for the
calculated one.
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4. Diamond

Similar calculations have been performed for acceptor
states in diamond [20]. While lending support to the
value of D

0
"13 meV calculated ab initio with the rela-

tivistic LMTO method [21] they lead to a calculated
value of D!

0
"3.9 meV, in reasonable agreement with the

2 meV observed experimentally for substitutional boron,
the only clearly identi"ed acceptor. Because of the value
D%9#
0

reported for the splitting of the edge (indirect) ex-
citons in diamond, we also performed a calculation of
this splitting with a method similar to that used for
acceptor levels, modi"ed so as to take into account the
indirect nature of the edge exciton. We obtained the
value D%9#

0
"8.6 meV and rather good agreement with

the experimental one (K7 meV).

5. Conclusions

We have presented a calculation for the !
8
}!

7
spin}orbit splitting of substitutional acceptor levels in
silicon and diamond, using a Green's function formalism
with a full-zone k ) p Hamiltonian, and a Slater}Koster
ansatz to describe the acceptor}hole interaction. We
have also reported Raman measurements for the
spin}orbit splitting of acceptor states in Si : X samples
(X"B, Al, Ga, In) which reproduce the previously
known splittings in the case of B and In. Two structures
are observed in the case of Si :Ga which are not com-
pletely understood yet. For In, structure of possible
Jahn}Teller origin has been also observed. Our calcu-
lation shows a reasonable agreement with the experi-
mental quenching from the free band !`

8
}!`

7
splitting of

that of the acceptors in the case of silicon, although this
simple model does not yield a quantitative description. In
the case of diamond the observed quenching of 11 meV
for boron, i.e. from 13 to 2 meV, can be also understood
with our theory, which yields a quenching of 9 meV.
A similar procedure has been applied for the free indirect
exciton [20].
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